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Mission to Mars
Ranvir (EYFS A) worked on
a summer project, 'Mars
Mission
to
NASA'
–
California
institute
of
Technology.
His
submission
has
been
featured on the NASA
website along with the
work of other students
from across the globe.
He has been issued a
Boarding
Pass
which
endorses that his name
will be travelling to Mars
on NASA’s next Mars
Mission along with other
names selected.
Montessori Editorial Team

From Farm to Kitchen
A virtual visit to the Amritam Global Wellness
farm with entrepreneur Devli Sehgal. She
created a product- Milk. From cows to us, Ms
Devli showed us the process of how milk is
taken from the cows, packaged and then sold
in bottles. Happy with her product being able
to reach children, she created some more
products. She even showed us the traditional
'bilona' process of churning ghee and
buttermilk.
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Entrepreneurs' Race to Space

Remember we all learnt about Richard Branson
who went to space in his Unity 22
spaceplane? Now, another entrepreneur, Jeff
Bezos has gone to space. Do you know who he is?
Have you seen your parents do online shopping at
Amazon? Jeff Bezos is the founder of Amazon. To
make his space trip special, he also carried a very
special pair of goggles which were once used by
the pilot Amelia Earhart.
Montessori Editorial Team
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Child prodigy – Chryseis Knight

Do you know who she is? Her name is Chryseis
Knight and she is one of the youngest authors in
the world. At the age of three she wrote and
illustrated her book – “The Great Lion”. So just like
her, you all can also become Ardeepreneurs and
start creating your own product at an early age.
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Mirabai Chanu wins Silver Medal at Olympics
Many many years ago there was a little girl,
and her name was Mira. She lived in Nongpok
Sekmai, a village in the eastern corner of
Imphal. Imphal is a city in a state called
Manipur. Manipur state is in India and lies in
the Eastern direction of India.
Mira had six brothers and sisters and her
parents had to work very hard as they were
not wealthy. Her mother ran a tea stall and
sold tea and her father worked as a laborer.
When Mira was five years old, she had no
water taps in her house and had to go far to
collect water in a bucket. Mira realized she
was very strong as she could carry the bucket
of water on her head and walk very easily with
it, without dropping the water. She did not
find it heavy.
Montessori Editorial Team
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Mirabai Chanu wins Silver Medal at Olympics

When Mira was 12 years old, she had to go the forest to collect wood to
bring home and give it to her mother and father so they could light
a fire. They needed fire to cook their food. One day her big brother saw
that the big bundle of heavy wood which he could not carry was carried
by Mira very easily. As Mira was very hard working and had strong
muscles, she joined a sports academy. She started training to lift
weights. She worked very hard and practiced a lot. She helped her
mother and obeyed her coach.

Four years ago, she was sent by India to the Olympics in Rio. Mira lost
in the competition. She and her mother cried a lot. They were very sad.
Mirabai wanted to stop lifting weights and not play sports. But she did
not give up. She started practicing again and worked very hard.
Now do you know what happened at the Tokyo olympics a few days
ago? She has won a Silver medal at the Tokyo Olympics. India is very
proud of her as after 21 years an Indian has won a silver medal in
weightlifting at the Olympics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ssEzTsg0reE
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